Prediction of the solvent affecting site and the computational design of stable Candida antarctica lipase B in a hydrophilic organic solvent.
Enzyme reactions in organic solvent such as for organic synthesis have great industrial potential. However, enzymes lose their stability in hydrophilic organic solvents due to the deformation of the enzyme by the solvent. It is thus important to enhance the stability of enzymes in hydrophilic organic solvents. Previous approaches have not considered on the interaction between enzymes and solvents due to the lack of information. In this study, the structural motions of the enzyme in methanol cosolvent and the interaction between the enzyme surface and the solvent molecule were investigated using molecular dynamics simulation (MD). By analyzing the MD simulation results, the surface residues of Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB) with higher root mean square deviation (RMSD) in a methanol solvent were considered as methanol affecting site and selected for site-directed mutagenesis. The methanol affecting site was computationally redesigned by lowering the RMSD. Among the candidate mutants, the A8T, A92E, N97Q and T245S mutants showed higher organic solvent stability at various methanol concentrations. The rational approach developed in this study could be applied to the stabilization of other industrial enzymes used in organic solvents.